


 
INSTRUMENTAL Key Stage 1    

(4 – 7 yr olds) 

 

Welcome to Active Music Instrumental KS 1. 

We hope you like this selection of musical games and activities.  

You can dip in and out and use the games for whole music 

lessons or 5 minute musical moments. Enjoy! 
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START, STOP GAME WITH INSTRUMENTS 

Ask the children to think of a good sign you can make for them to start playing their instruments and a 

clear sign to stop. Their job is to watch and follow carefully. Good ideas are rolling hands for START 

and holding your hands up and still for STOP.  Practise with the children playing their instruments 

and stopping on cue.  It is helpful to ask the children not to put their instruments down when they stop 

each time as this makes a lot of noise in itself. The best thing is to hold the instruments still. 

 

THE DRUM GAME –  

This is a really good game for LISTENING  and RESPONDING. 

The children can sit in a circle or a group for this game. The idea is very simple and the game can be 

extended and made more complex depending on the ability of the children. I play the game as 

follows: 

When I play a SLOW pulse on the drum the children clap their hands in time with me. 

When I play a FASTER pulse on the drum the children tap their knees in time with me. 

When I play as fast as I can the children roll their hands in roly poly style. 

When I STOP, they stop immediately. 

To start with it is a good idea to call out the actions for the children to do but as they become more 

confident you can just make the changes on the drum and tell the children you are looking to see who 

is listening really carefully! 

 

THE DRUM GAME WITH INSTRUMENTAL GROUPS 

When you play a SLOW pulse on the drum the TAPPERS and SCRAPERS play with you. 

When you play a FASTER pulse on the drum the SHAKERS play with you. 

When you play as fast as you can the BELLS play with you. 

When you stop, they all stop. 

 

FOLLOW THE RHYTHM OF THE DRUM: 

Choose a 4-beat rhythm pattern and play it continuously on the drum. When the children pick up on it 

they join in by playing their instruments with you.  When you stop, they stop. Continue this game 

with many different rhythm patterns. 

Extension: When the children are familiar with some 4-beat rhythm patterns, they can lead this 

game.  
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& 42 œ œ œ œ
Have you brought your

œ œ œ
talk ing voice?

œ œ œ
Yes we have,

œ œ œ
yes we have.

HAVE YOU BROUGHT YOUR TALKING VOICE?
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Leader Response

NON-INSTRUMENTAL RESPONSE CHANT

This is a simple call and response chant. It is ideal for experimenting with different voices. 

You ask the question in a chosen voice and the children respond in the same voice.

Eg Talking voice

     Whispering voice

     Louder voice

     Sad voice

     Excited voice

     Silent voice

     Singing voice

INSTRUMENTAL RESPONSE GAME

The children sit in 4 instrumental groups - with tappers, shakers, scrapers and bells.

The words are as follows:

Have you bought your tapping voice? (tappers)

Have you bought your shaky voice? (shakers)

Have you bought your scrapy voice? (scrapers)

Have you bought your tinkly voice? (bells)

You ask the question and the children in that category respond by playing their instrument

in time while saying 'Yes we have, yes we have'. You can choose any order. The children 

need to hold their instruments ready to play at all times.

EXTENSION: To play with THINKING VOICES. You need to have an instrument from

each category in front of you. You play your chosen instrument to the rhythm of 'Have you

bought your............voice?' and the children with instruments in that cateogory play back to 

you to the rhythm of 'Yes we have, yes we have'.

  



START AND STOP WITH THE DRUM 

When you play a pulse on the drum, the children play their instrument with you, in time. As soon as 

you stop, they stop. 

 

START AND STOP WITH THE DRUM (CHANGE TEMPO) 

This time, change tempo (speed) each time. The children are to play to your pulse and stop when you 

stop. 

 

INSTRUMENTAL AND SYMBOL GAME: 

For each category of instrument have a coloured card. Put the card in front of the group of instruments 

and and keep one of each in your hand. The idea is that when you hold a card up, that group plays. 

You can hold any card up at any time or any combination of cards at any time. Play some lively 

recorded music. (The Maple Leaf Rag by Evelyn Glennie is highly recommended). This gives the 

children a pulse to play along to. Alternatively ask another adult to play a steady pulse for the children 

to play along to.     

             

INSTRUMENT AND SYMBOL ORDER GAME: 

These are the same as the symbol cards used in the instrument and symbol game. There is a symbol 

card for each instrumental group. 

Lay out 4 cards in any order. 

The children first clap, then play the cards in that order. 

Do this many times as it requires a lot of practice. Experiment with different orders and even more 

cards laid out to read.  

Extension 1: Lay out some cards in a chosen order and ask one child from each group to come 

out and play them. Choose others who would like a turn. 

Extension 2: Ask the children to create their own, longer patterns to play from. If time, 

organise them into groups to create, rehearse and perform their own patterns. 
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THE CONTINUITY GAME: 

Divide the class into 4 groups. Give each group a number, 1 – 4. 

Each group chants their number one at a time in order to a steady pulse. 

Each group chants and claps their numbers in order to a steady pulse. 

Each group chants and plays their instruments to a steady pulse. 

Each group thinks the numbers and plays their instruments to a steady pulse. 

Try and play continuously, keeping a regular pulse. 

This is a good exercise for team work and for the children to listen to each other. 

 

12: ECHO RHYTHMS: 

Say some 4-beat rhythm patterns for the class to echo.   

Extend to: 

Say and clap 

Think and clap 

Say and play instruments 

Think and play instruments 

 

13: COUNT, THINK AND PLAY TO THE COUNT OF 4: 

Count to 4 a few times with the children in preparation.  

Count to 4 while clapping on beat 1. 

Think to 4 while clapping on beat 1. 

Count to 4 while playing an instrument on beat 1. 

Think to 4 while playing an instrument on beat 1. 
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CLAP AND PLAY ON CHOSEN BEATS: 

 

Count to 8 with the children a few times to a steady pulse. One example of the exercise is as follows: 

Count to 8 and clap on chosen beat only. 

Whisper and clap on chosen beat only. 

Count and play instrument on chosen beat only. 

Whisper and play instrument on chosen beat only 

Any number or numbers can be chosen to clap or play on. 

Skill can be developed by thinking the numbers while playing. 

 

NAME RHYTHMS: 

 

Set a steady pulse either by counting the children in or by having an adult/able child playing a steady 

pulse while the children chant. 

 

One at a time the children chant and tap their name on an instrument. The class immediately echo the 

name by chanting and playing their own instruments. 

 

To prepare for this it may be good to practice saying and clapping the children’s names with them in 

order for them to hear the rhythm of their own names. 
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& 44 ! ! ! ! ! ! .! ! !
Hick e ty tick e ty bum ble bee,

ALL

.! ! .! ! .! ! !
can you say your name for me?- - - - -

& ! .! ! ! !
my name is Sar ah,

SARAH

! .! ! ! !
Her name is Sar ah!

ALL

- - -

HICKETY TICKETY BUMBLE BEE

NON-INSTRUMENTAL GAME:

Have the children sitting in a circle.  Give a beanbag to the first child. All chant 'Hickety 

tickety bumble bee, can you say your name for me?' while copying a simple action in time to 

the pulse, initiated by the teacher. The child with the beanbag chants their name in the 

sentence '...............is my name'. The group then repeat '..............is her name'. The child with 

the beanbag then passes it on to the next child while the group chant 'pass it on'.

This game can also be played by giving puppets to a selection of children.  The children can 

use different voices for their puppet and the group then respond in the puppet's voice.  This 

can be played without passing a beanbag but simply by establishing turns with the children.

INSTRUMENTAL GAME:

The children sit in a circle, line or group. Each has an instrument that can be tapped.   All 

chant 'Hickety tickety bumble bee, can you say your name for me?' while tapping their 

instrument to the pulse. The first child chants and taps their first name and the group 

immediately repeats this. The second child does the same with the group repeating.  After a 

chosen number of children have had turns, all chant and tap again.

This pattern is repeated until all the children have had a go. 

Some help may be needed in dividing children's names into syllables.

 SPOKEN
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& # 42 œ œ .œ œ
Do you know the

œ œ .œ œ
E - cho man, the

œ œ .œ œ
E - cho Man, the

œ œ œ
E - cho Man?

& #
œ œ .œ œ

Do you know the

œ œ œ œ
E - cho Man who

œ œ œ œ
lives in Mu - sic

œ Œ
Land?

THE ECHO MAN

NON-INSTRUMENTAL GAME:

VERSE 2: Yes we know the Echo man.....

The children hold hands in a circle.

On 'Do you know the Echo Man' they all walk round to the right.

On 'Yes we know the Echo Man' they change directions.

When this verse is finished they all stand still and the leader claps some rhythm patterns or 

sings short melodic patterns (with actions - optional) for the children to copy.

When the children know the game they can take turns at being the leader.

INSTRUMENTAL GAME:

Here, the children sit in a circle or group each with an instrument that can be tapped.

One child sings verse 1 as a solo to the group and the group respond with verse 2.

The solo child then taps 4 consecutive 4-beat rhythm patterns in turn for the group to 

echo. Another child is then chosen to lead.

In order to lead the rhythm patterns the children need to have had much experience of

Ta's, Te-te's, rests and how they fit into 4 beat patterns.

Alternatively, you can allow the child to improvise any pattern at the level they are at

for the group to echo.

It is good to preceed this instrumental version of the game with the children speaking then 

clapping the rhythm patterns before finally using their instruments.
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& 44 Û Û Û Û Û
Five fat saus - a - ges

Û Û Û Û Û Œ
sizz - ling in a pan,

&
3

Û Û Û Û Û Œ
all of a sud - den

Û Û Û Œ
one went BANG!

FIVE FAT SAUSAGES
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In this game the children can have any type of percussion instrument.  They all say the chant and play 

their instruments on the word 'BANG!'

On the verse starting 'One little sausage' the words of the last phrase are 'It went BANG!'.

The words for the final verse are:

No fat sausages sizzling in a pan,

All of a sudden, the pan went BANG!'



& # # 44 .œ œ .œ œ œ .œ œ
John - ny plays with one ha - mmer,

œ .œ œ œ .œ œ
one ha - mmer, one ha - mmer,

& # # .œ œ .œ œ œ .œ œ
John - ny plays with one ha - mmer

œ œ ˙
this fine day.

JOHNNY PLAYS WITH ONE HAMMER
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NON-INSTRUMENTAL GAME:

GAME - Accumulative Action Game

1 hammer    =  1 hand

2 hammers  =  2 hands

3 hammers  =  2 hands, 1 foot

4 hammers  =  2 hands, 2 feet

5 hammers  =  2 hands, 2 feet, nod head

Johnny's getting tired now - all actions but slowly

PAUSE

Johnny's waking up now - all actions really fast! 

INSTRUMENTAL GAME:

The children sit in a circle cross-legged,  divided into 4 groups. Each group has a category of 

instruments. Eg. tappers, shakers, scrapers, bells.

1 hammer = the tappers play to the pulse

2 hammers = the shakers join in and play to the pulse

3 hammers = the scrapers join in and play to the pulse

4 hammers = the bells join in and play to the pulse

Johnny's getting tired now - all play, but slowly. When they stop. all pretend to go to sleep and 

keep their instruments really still.

Johnny's waking up now - all sing and play really fast - with the aim to stop at the same time!



& 44 œ
A

œ œ œ œ
sail or went to

œ œ œ œ
sea sea sea to

œ œ œ œ
see what he could

œ œ œ œ
see see see but

œ œ œ œ
all that he could-

& œ œ œ œ œ
see see see was the

œ œ œ œ œ œ
bott om of the deep blue

œ œ œ Œ
sea sea sea-

A SAILOR WENT TO SEA, SEA, SEA
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A sailor went to chop chop chop 

To see what he could chop chop chop

But all that he could chop chop chop

Was the bottom of the deep blue chop chop chop

A sailor went to knee knee knee

To see what he could knee knee knee

But all that he could knee knee knee

Was the bottom of the deep blue knee knee knee

A sailor went to sea chop knee

To see what he could see chop knee

But all that he could see chop knee

Was the bottom of the deep blue sea chop knee!

ACTIONS: Start by teaching the following sequence: 

CLAP RIGHT CLAP LEFT CLAP TOGETHER TOGETHER TOGETHER

CLAP = clap own hands RIGHT/LEFT = clap partner's right/left hand, 

TOGETHER = clap both of your partner's hands

For SEA, wave hand representing the sea

For SEE, put hand to forehead as if searching

For CHOP, chop right hand on to left arm

For KNEE, use one or two hands to tap knees

For all three, follow the sequence!

INSTRUMENTAL GAME:

The children are divided into 3 groups and each group is given instruments from a different 

category. Choose which group will play on which word - SEA, CHOP or KNEE.  Sing the 

song and the groups play when their word is sung. An extension idea is to omit the words SEA, 

CHOP and KNEE and play instruments instead.  The hardest verse of course is the last one!



& 44 ! Œ ‰ . r! !
Hi, my name's

! Œ Œ .! !
Jo, and I

! .! ! .! ! .! !
work in a but ton fac tor

! ! ! .! !
y. One day my- - -

& ! .! ! .! ! !
boss came to me and said,

! .! ! .! ! .! !
'Jo are you bu sy?' I said

! Œ ‰ . r! !
'No!' He said-

& .! j! .! ! .! !
'Press the but ton with your

! ! ! !
right hand, right hand,

! ! ! !
right hand, right hand...'-

HI, MY NAME'S JO!

NON-INSTRUMENTAL GAME:

The children sit with their knees up in front of them. On the words 'right hand' they start 

tapping their right hand on their knee in time to the pulse.  They keep doing this while the 

chant is repeated and on the words 'left hand' they tap their left knee as well.  This continues 

until both hands and both feet are tapping along to the pulse. The head and the tongue are 

then included with hilarious results.

The order for the actions are as follows:

1) RIGHT HAND

2) LEFT HAND

3) RIGHT FOOT

4) LEFT FOOT

5) HEAD

6) TONGUE

On the last last line, 'Jo, are you busy?' the children hold their hands in the air and shout ' I 

said 'YES!!!!'

INSTRUMENTAL GAME:

The children sit in a circle cross-legged, divided into 4 groups. Each group has a category of 

instruments. Eg. tappers, shakers, scrapers, bells.

The words are as follows:

Press the button with the tappers, tappers, tappers, tappers etc

Press the button with the shakers, shakers, shakers, shakers etc

The sounds build up accumulatively. When all instruments are playing, the children chant 

'Jo, are you busy?, I said YES!!!' and all immediately stop playing.
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& c ! ! ! ! ! !
Did dle did dle dump ling

! ! ! Œ
my son John,

! ! ! ! !
went to bed with his

! ! ! Œ
trou sers on- - - -

& ! ! ! !
one shoe off and

! ! ! Œ
one shoe on

! ! ! ! ! !
did dle did dle dump ling

! ! ! Œ
my son John!- - -

DIDDLE DIDDLE DUMPLING

NON-INSTRUMENTAL GAME:

Familiarise the children with the chant.   When they are confident with it ask them to sit facing 

you or in a circle as if they are crossing their legs but with one knee up.

This game works by omitting a word or words each time and replacing them with an action.

First, take out the word 'shoe' and tap the floor with your foot in place of the word.

Second, as well as 'shoe', take out the word 'trousers' and clap hands twice in place of the word.

Third,  as well as 'shoe' and 'trousers', take out the words 'My son John'. Instead, tap head, 

shoulders and knees.

Fourth, as well as the others, take out the words 'Diddle diddle dumpling'. Instead tap your 

right knee on 'diddle diddle' and your left knee on 'dumpling'.

Repeat the whole song with all the actions and the few remaining words!

The children enjoy performing this action game on their own to show off their memory and 

coordination skills.

INSTRUMENTAL GAME:

This game works in the same way as the non-instrumental version except that instead of an 

action, an instrument is played in place of a word. 

Eg.  Shoe - claves

       Trousers - tambourine

       My Son John - Agogo

       Diddle diddle dumpling - shaker

Any instruments can be chosen of course. When they have learnt this in groups, an individual 

child from each group might like to come out and see if they can perform it as a group of 4. 
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& 44 Û Û Û Û Û
Ten fat saus - a - ges

Û Û Û Û Û Œ
sizz - ling in a pan,

&
3

Û Û Û Û Û
one went POP! and the

Û Û Û Û Œ
o - ther went BANG!

TEN FAT SAUSAGES
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It is good to divide the children into two groups for this activity. 

Group one plays on the word 'POP!'

Group two plays on the word 'BANG!'

Different sets of instruments can be used for each group. Eg. Group one could have instruments

to shake and group two could have instruments to tap.

The words for the final verse are:

No fat sausages sizzling in a pan,

All of a sudden, the pan went BANG!'

For this, they would all play on the word 'BANG!'



& 42 œ
Ding

œ œ
dong I've

.œ jœ
got the

œ œ œ œ
rhy thm in my

œ œ
head hot

œ œ
dog I've-

& .œ jœ
got the

œ œ œ œ
rhy thm in my

œ œ
head, ding

œ œ
dong I've

.œ jœ
got the

œ œ œ œ
rhy thm in my- -

& œ œ
head, ding

œ œ
dong, ding

œ œ
dong, ding

œ œ
dong, hot

œ Œ
dog!

DING DONG

NON-INSTRUMENTAL GAME:

When the children are familiar with the song develop the actions in the following way:

Nod your head on the words 'DING DONG' only.

Clap your hands on the word 'HOT DOG' only.

Do both!

A further way to develop this game is as follows.  

Have the children pant on 'HOT DOG' and pretend to pull a bell for  'DING DONG'.

INSTRUMENTAL ACTIVITY:

It is good to divide the children into two groups for this and give each group a different

set of instruments. Eg. One group could have claves and the other, shakers.

Group one play on the words 'DING DONG'

Group two plays on the words 'HOT DOG'

This can be done while singing the whole song.  It can also be done while thinking the words 

'DING DONG' and 'HOT DOG' and for those who have fully internalised the song, it can be 

done purely in thinking voices!
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& # # 44 .œ œ .œ œ œ .œ œ
Ear ly in the morn ing at

œ œ œ Œ
eight o' clock,

œ œ œ œ
you can hear the

œ œ œ Œ
post man's knock.- - -

& # # œ œ œ ‰ jœ
Up jumps John to

.œ œ œ œ Œ
o pen the door.

œ .œ œ œ .œ œ
One let ter, two let ters,

œ .œ œ œ Œ
three let ters four.- - - -

EARLY IN THE MORNING

NON-INSTRUMENTAL GAME:

The children sit in a circle. One child is chosen to be the postman.

As they sing, the postman walks around the inside of the circle to a steady beat.

On 'postman's knock' the children clap their hands to the pulse.

On 'up jumps' the child in front of the postman jumps up, pretends to open a door and the 

postman hands out 4 letters in time to the pulse, (1 letter, 2 letters, 3 letters, 4! ) On 

'1,2,3,4' the group taps their knees to the pulse. 

The child who opened the door is the new postman and the game continues.

INSTRUMENTAL VERSION:

This game is an easy one to add instruments to.  The children all need instruments that

can be tapped - ideally claves.  

On 'postman's knock' they tap their claves.

On '1,2,3,4' the group play their claves on the floor.

When the child stands to recieve the letters, they leave their claves on the floor. When the 

new child sits in their place they can use the claves the previous child has left behind.
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& b 42 œ œ œ œ
Fre re Jac ques,

œ œ œ œ
Fre re Jac ques,

œ œ œ
Dor mez vous?

œ œ œ
Dor mez vous?

œ œ œ œ œ œ
Sonn ez les ma tin es,- - - - - - - - -

& b
6 œ œ œ œ œ œ

Son nez les ma tin es.

œ œ œ
Ding, dang dong!

œ œ œ
Ding, dang, dong!- - -

FRERE JACQUES
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This song is divided into 4 clear phrases, therefore is useful for instrumental work.    

The children sit in a circle, divided into 4 groups. Each group has a category of instruments.

Eg. tappers, shakers, scrapers, bells.

Each instrumental group has a line of the song and plays along when it is their turn to play. Eg.

Freres Jacques - Scrapers

Dormez vous? - Shakers

Sonnez les matines - Bells

Ding dang dong - Tappers.

EXTENSION ACTIVITY:  Hum the melody while playing instrumental parts

                                      

                                             Think the melody while playing instrumental parts



& 86 œ jœ œ jœ
Lit - tle rab - bit

.œ .œ
Foo Foo

œ jœ œ jœ
run - ning through the

.œ .œ
green grass,

&
5

œ jœ œ jœ
scoop - ing up the

.œ œ jœ
mush - rooms and

œ œ œ œ jœ
mash - ing them up for

.œ .œ
tea.

LITTLE RABBIT FOO FOO
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INSTRUMENTAL GAME:

The children sit in a circle, cross-legged, divided into 4 groups with you as the leader. (The Good

Fairy). Each group has a category of instruments. Eg. tappers, shakers, scrapers, bells. Each group 

plays to the pulse of a different line. Eg.

'Little rabbit Foo Foo'                       -            shakers

'Running through the green grass'    -            bells

'Scooping up the mushrooms'           -            scrapers

'And mashing them up for tea'          -            tappers

They all hold their instruments still and say:  'Down came the Good Fairy who said..'

The song is then sung again but with different words:

'Little rabbit Foo Foo                        -             shakers

I don't want to see you                      -             bells

Scooping up the mushrooms            -              scrapers

And mashing them up for tea           -              tappers              

You then say to the children:   'You have three chances, 

                                                  but if you are not well behaved little rabbits

                                                  I'm going to have to turn you into (all say) stone!

The song is repeated giving the children two chances, then one.

When there are no chances left you 'turn them into stone'!

(The children put their heads down and musn't move themselves or their instruments until the Good 

Fairy taps them with her 'magic wand').

                                                     



& b 44 Œ Œ Œ œ œ
Oh my

œ œ œ œ œ
Auntcame back (Oh my

œ œ œ œ
Auntcameback) from

from

œ œ œ œ
Tim-

old

buk-

Ja-

tu

pan

(from

(from

œ œ œ œ
Tim

old

buk-

Ja-

tu)

pan)

and

& b
6

œ œ œ œ
brought with her (and

œ œ œ œ
brought with her) a

a

œ œ œ œ
wood -

wav -

en

ing

shoe

fan

(a

(a

œ œ œ Œ
wood-

wav -

en

ing

shoe)

fan)

MY AUNT CAME BACK
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Leader Response L R L

R L R

NON-INSTRUMENTAL GAME:

The game requires a leader in front of the group.

It is a call and response game with hilarious accumulative actions.

The verses and actions are as follows:

Timbuktu          - a wooden shoe - stamp one foot

Old Japan          - a waving fan    - wave one hand

Old Algiers       - pinking shears - cutting motion with other hand

Guadalupe        - hula hoop         - hula motion with hips

New York Fair - rocking chair    - rock back and forth

Calgary Zoo      - a nut like you (sung together)  - leader points to group and group points to  

                           leader.            

INSTRUMENTAL GAME:

The children sit in a circle, cross-legged, divided into 4 groups with you as the leader. Each

group has a category of instruments. Eg. tappers, shakers, scrapers, bells.   The words have been 

changed to:

1) Oh my aunt came back, from doing her sums

    And brought with her, some tapping drums

2) Oh my aunt came back, from the local bakers

    And brought with her, some shaky shakers

3) Oh my aunt came back, from Tunbridge Wells

    And brought with her, some tinkly bells

4) Oh my aunt came back, from her silly capers

    And brought with her, some srapy scrapers

5) Oh my aunt came back, from taking a bow

    And brought with her, some silence NOW! (Sing'Some silence now' together and stop playing!)



 

 INSTRUMENT AND ACTION GAME: 

 

This is a listen and response game.  

Have a selection of instruments in front of you and decide with the class on an action for each 

instrument. Eg: 

Claves = clap hands 

Agogo = tap knees 

Shaker = shake hands 

Bells roly poly with hands 

 

Once decided, play the instruments when you choose,  

for the class to respond with the actions. 

 

INSTRUMENT AND ACTION GAME – VERSION 2: 

 

A child takes the selection of instruments and sits with them where the others can’t see. This child 

plays the instruments in turn and the class listen to hear which instrument is playing in order to work 

out what action to do.  It is helpful to have done version 1 of this game before attempting version 2. 
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HOLIDAY STORY: 

 

Choose a theme and make up a story or a word picture with sentences that fit simply into 4-beat 

rhythms: Eg: 

Going on holiday 

Off to the beach 

I can see the sea 

Come and play with me 

Strawberry ice cream 

Fish and chips 

We like to play 

On our holiday 

 

You can chant the words while playing instruments and the children can repeat after you while 

playing their own instruments.  If you are good at improvising stories, that’s great. If you prefer to 

think of something in advance and write it down, that works fine too.  

Extension: Ask the children to think up their own sentences to fit in with the topic and see if these can 

be chanted in 4-beat patterns. 8-beat patterns also work well. 

This activity fits in well with any topic work. 
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& 44 Û Û Û Û Û
An - y - thing goes so

Û Û Û Œ
let me see,

&
3

Û Û Û Û
who will play a -

Û Û Û Œ
long with me?

ANYTHING GOES

www.primarymusicspecialist.com

The children sit in a circle. There are 2 xylophones or chime bar sets in the middle of the circle

arranged so that the children can sit facing each other to play them. 2 beaters are placed with each set.

While chanting, the children pass the beanbag around the circle to the pulse. The child who has

the beanbag on the word 'me' chooses a partner and the 2 of them sit opposite each other in front 

of the instruments. 

The idea is for them to take it in turns to improvise melodies on the xylophones or chime bars. 

The child who had the beanbag goes first. Another child in the circle is given a cymbal or a bell

and when the instrumental playing has gone on for a while they can play it to signal that it is

time to stop. 

The game then continues.

This is an ideal game for helping children to improvise. It takes them a while to realise they can 

playanything they want to!

The ideal is for them to play as a response to their partner, forming a musical conversation, though 

this can take a while to achieve.  They also often need reminding that they can play more than one

note at once!



& 44 œ œ œ œ Œ
What will you play?

œ œ œ œ Œ
What will you play?

&
3

œ œ œ œ œ
What will you play for

œ œ œ Œ
us to - day?

WHAT WILL YOU PLAY?

www.primarymusicspecialist.com

The children sit in a circle. There are 2 chime bars - a G and an E placed in the middle of the circle

with a beater.

As preparation, the children are to listen to both notes, estblish the difference in the sounds and 

attempt to recognise which is higher and which is lower. 

While singing, a beanbag is passed around the circle to the pulse. The child with the beanbag on 'today'

goes into the middle and sits in front of the chime bars. He plays 4 steady notes, choosing the order in which

he plays them.

The children respond by singing back the notes at the correct pitch using the words 'high' and 'low'.

Eg. 'High high low low' ( G G E E)

When the child in the middle has had 2 turns they return to the circle and the game continues.



 

RHYTHM COMPOSITIONS – BUILDING LAYERS: 

 

Divide the class into 4 groups and give each group a 4-beat rhythm card with patterns containing Ta, 

Te-Te and rests. Remind the children of the value of these notations and explain that each card has 4 

beats. To practice, try the following: 

 

 Each group SAYS their rhythm twice. 

 Each group SAYS and CLAPS their rhythm twice. 

 Each group THINKS and CLAPS their rhythm twice. 

 Each group SAYS and PLAYS their rhythm twice 

 Each group THINKS and PLAYS their rhythm twice. 

 

This exercise helps the children to internalise the rhythm patterns. 

The composition starts with the first group (or individual child) playing their rhythm. They 

continue to play. Group 2 comes in when group 1 have played their pattern twice. The other 

layers build up in the same way. The layers can be stopped one at a time or altogether. A loud 

pulse needs to be played to keep the rhythm steady. The class need clear conducting to know 

when to come in and when to stop. 

 

EXTENSION: This is an excellent activity to give children to do in small mixed ability 

groups. 
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& 42 Û Û Û Û
Je - lly on a

Û Œ
plate

Û Û Û Û
je - lly on a

Û Œ
plate

& Û Û Û Û
Wib - ble wob - ble,

Û Û Û Û
wib - ble wob - ble,

Û Û Û Û
je - lly on a

Û Œ
plate.

JELLY ON A PLATE
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VERSE 2:  Sausage in a pan

                   Sausage in a pan

                   Turn it over, turn it over

                   Sausage in a pan.

IDEAS FOR RHYTHM WORK, EMPHASISING THE 'REST'

These are good pre-instrumental activities.

1. Chant and tap the RHYTHM on knees with a 'sh' on the REST  (finger to lips)

2. Chant and tap the RHYTHM on knees with a freeze action on the REST. 

3. Chant and tap the RHYTHM on knees and clap on the REST.

4. Chant and tap claves on the REST.

5. Half tap the RHYTHM on the floor and half tap claves on the REST (while chanting)

6. Half tap the RHYTHM on the floor and half tap claves on the REST (with thinking voices)



& 44 Û Œ Û Œ
Mice, mice,

Û Û Û Û Û Œ
eat - ing all the rice,

&
3

Û Û Û Û Û Û Û Û
nib - ble, nib - ble, nib - ble, nib - ble,

Û Û Û Œ
nice, nice, nice!

MICE, MICE
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This is a good basic chant to use for rhythm work. The children can:

1. Chant and tap the PULSE

2. Chant and clap the RHYTHM

3. Think and clap the RHYTHM

4. Chant and play the RHYTHM on instruments

5. Think and play the RHYTHM on instruments

6. Play the rhythm/action game with instruments. On the DVD one child is playing Ta on the tuplip block, 

    another child is playing Te-Te on the agogo and yet another is playing the REST on the tambourine. 

    The children need to be very secure and experienced in the fact that a REST is a silent beat before they

    play it on instruments as part of rhythm games and exercies.

7. One play the PULSE and one play the RHYTHM on tuned instruments. Here the children are using 

    a Do, So and Mi as notes for this exercise. In this case it is a C, E and G. Of course any notes can be 

    chosen.



& 44 œ œ œ Œ
Down the road,

œ œ œ Œ
down the road,

&
3

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
ev' - ry bo - dy walk to - ge - ther

œ œ œ Œ
down the road.

DOWN THE ROAD
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This is a good basic song to use for rhythm work.  The children can:

1. Sing and tap the PULSE

2. Sing and clap the RHYTHM

3. Think and clap the RHYTHM

4. Sing and play the RHYTHM on instruments

5. Think and play the RHYTHM on instruments

6. Play the rhythm/action game with instruments. One instrument plays on Ta, another plays on Te-Te,

    and a silence can be kept for the REST (unless the concept of the REST is so secure that the children

    would like to choose an instrument to represent it).

7.  One plays the PULSE and one plays the RHYTHM on tuned instruments. The notes Do, Mi and So 

     are usually used for this exercise. In this case, they are the notes C, E and D as C has been chosen to

     be Do. However, any notes can be used.



& 44 œ œ œ œ œ œ
Ap - ple tree, ap - ple tree,

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
will your ap - ple fall on me?

&
3

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
I won't cry and I won't shout

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
if your ap - ple knocks me out!

APPLE TREE

www.primarymusicspecialist.com

NON - INSTRUMENTAL GAME:

The children stand in a circle holding their hands out with their palms facing up.

One child in the middle taps the up-turned hands in turn while everyone sings. The child whose 

hand is tapped on the word 'out' sits down.  To make the game move faster, children can be out 

on the word 'me' as well.  The game continues until only one child remains standing. They are 

the winner!

INSTRUMENTAL ACTIVITIES:

This is a good song to use for rhythm work. The children can:

1. Sing and tap the PULSE

2. Sing and clap the RHYTHM

3. Think and clap the RHYTHM

4. Sing and play the RHYTHM on instruments.

5. Think and play the RHYTHM on instruments

6. One play the PULSE and one play the RHYTHM on tuned instruments. The notes used for 

    this activity on the DVD are Do, Mi and So. In this case they are the notes C, E and G as C 

    has been chosen to be Do. However, any notes can be used.



& 44 œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
Har - ry Hare is in a hur - ry,

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
full of care and full of wor - ry,

&
3

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
Har - ry Hare is late for tea,

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
what a naugh - ty hare is he!

HARRY HARE
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NON-INSTRUMENTAL GAME:

The children sit in a circle wth a ball.  The ball is passed round the circle to the pulse while they

sing. The child with the ball on the word 'he', throws it to the teacher. The teacher then looks around 

the group to find a child who is behaving exceptionally well (unlike naughty Harry Hare!) and rolls 

the ball to them to start again.

INSTRUMENTAL ACTIVITIES:

This is a good song to use for rhythm work. The children can:

1. Sing and tap the PULSE

2. Sing and clap the RHYTHM

3. Think and clap the RHYTHM

4. Sing and play the RHYTHM on an instrument

5. Think and play the RHYTHM on an instrument



& 44 Û Û Û Û Û Û Û
Bus ter, Bus ter climb a tree- -

& Û Û Û Û Û Û Û
Bus ter Bus ter slap your knee- -

& Û Û Û Û Û Û Û
Bus ter, Bus ter blow a kiss- -

& Û Û Û Û Û Û Û
Bus ter, Bus ter do not miss!- -

BUSTER  BUSTER
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( Climb four branches)

( Slap knee four times )

(  Blow four kisses )

( Point finger four times )

NON-INSTRUMENTAL VERSION:

Teach the children this rhyme with the actions - each action being done four times.

When they know it well, ask the children to say the rhyme in their heads and still do the 

actions.

Interest can be added by internalising all the words except the last three - 'do not miss'.

INSTRUMENTAL VERSION:

It is a good idea to divide the children into two groups for this and give each group a different 

set of instruments. Eg. One group could have claves and the other, shakers.

Group one plays on the words 'Buster, Buster'

Group two plays on all the action words.

This can be done while chanting out loud or with thinking voices. They like to still shout out 

the words 'Do not miss!' at the end. 



& 86 j!
I

! ! ! ! ! !
wig gle my fin gers I

! ! ! ! j!
wig gle my toes, I

! ! ! ! ! !
wig gle my shoul ders I- - - - -

& ! ! ! ! j!
wig gle my nose, when

! j! ! ! !
no more wig gles are

! j! .!
left in me,

! ! ! ! j!
then I'm as still as

! j! .!
still can be!- -

I WIGGLE MY FINGERS

Follow the actions.  For 'I wiggle my toes' emphasise to the children to try and wiggle their 

toes inside their shoes!. 

For 'when no more wiggles are left in me', wiggle and wave arms vigorously all over the 

place.

For 'then I'm as still as still can be', sit really still with finger to lips.

This chant can be done in the following ways:

CHANT with actions

WHISPER with actions

THINK with actions

www.primarymusicspecialist



& c œ œ œ œ œ
Good bye eve ry one,

œ œ œ œ œ
good bye eve ry one

œ œ œ œ
glad that you were

.˙ Œ
here.- - - -

& œ œ œ œ œ
Good bye eve ry one,

œ œ œ œ œ
good bye eve ry one

œ œ œ œ
glad that you were

.˙ Œ
here.

˙ ˙
Aye, aye,- - - -

& œ œ ˙
aye, aye, aye.

œ œ œ œ
Glad that you were

.˙ Œ
here.

˙ ˙
Aye, aye,

œ œ ˙
aye, aye, aye.

& œ œ œ œ
Glad that you were

.˙ Œ
here.

GOODBYE EVERYONE

NON-INSTRUMENTAL VERSION:

Lines one and two - tap knees in time to pulse.

Line three and four - clap hands from low to high for the rhythm of 'Aye, aye, aye, aye, aye,' 

and tap knees again for the pulse of 'Glad that you were here' - 

This song can be sung replacing the word 'everyone' with an individual child's name and is a 

useful song to be sung while children leave the room one at a time to wash their hands for 

lunch or gather their bags to go home etc. Four different names can be sung each time.

Further ways to develop this action song are as follows:

SING it with the actions

HUM it with actions

THINK it with actions

INSTRUMENTAL VERSION:

1) Divide the children into two groups and give each child instruments they can tap.

Group one plays to the pulse of 'Goodbye everyone, goodbye everyone, glad that you were 

here'. Group two plays to the rhythm of 'Aye, aye, aye, aye, aye'.

2) Give group one instruments to tap or scrape and group two instruments to ring or shake.

Use THINKING VOICES for both these versions.

www.primarymusicspecialist.com



& b 44 Œ Œ Œ œ œ
Put them

œ œ œ œ œ œ
back, back, back so they don't

œ œ œ œ œ
crack, crack, crack, put them

& b
4

œ œ œ œ œ œ
back, back, back so they don't

œ œ œ œ œ
crack, crack, crack, put them

œ œ œ œ œ œ
back, back, back so they don't

& b
7

œ œ œ œ
crack, crack, crack, it's

œ œ œ œ œ
time to put them a -

œ Œ Œ Œ
way.

PUT THEM BACK SO THEY DON'T CRACK

www.primarymusicspecialist.com

This is a good song to sing while walking round with a bag or basket collecting all 

the instruments back in after the lesson.  It gives the children a focus and they can 

also play their instrument in time to the pulse until it is their turn to put it away.
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